
Arzadasht

The document translated below, pasted inconspicuously in an album at the Topkapi Sarayi
Miizesi in Istanbul (H.2153, folio 98a), is a unique example of a report from a Timurid
atelier (kutubkhana). Although neither author nor recipient is named, internal evidence
strongly suggests that it is a progress report to Baysunghur Mirza from Ja'far Tabrizi, the
head of Baysunghur's artistic establishment. Most of the scribes, artists and artisans are
identifiable, as are the individual works upon which they are engaged.

PETITION from the most humble servants
of the royal library, whose eyes are as
expectant of the dust from the hoofs of
the regal steed as the ears of those who
fast are for the cry of Allahu akbar,1 and
whose joyful and gleeful shout of "Praise
be unto God who hath taken away
sorrow from us! verily our Lord is ready
to forgive and to reward"? reaches the
apex of the celestial sphere.

Amir KhaliP has finished the waves in
two sea scenes of the Gulistant and will
begin to apply color.

1The first words of the call to prayer, here
specifically the call to evening prayer that signals
the end of the Ramadan fast, which is eagerly
awaited by those observing the fast.

2Koran 35:34.
3Mir Khalil was the supervisor of painting in

Baysunghur's establishment. He is described at
length in Dost-Muhammad's introduction to the
Bahram Mirza Album, Istanbul, TSM, H.2154,
fol. 15a. Dawlatshah (Tadhkirat al-shu'arti, p.
379) calls him a "second Manl," one of the four
"craftsmen at the Shahrukhid capital who had no
equal in their time in the inhabited quarter [of
the world]."

4This may be the Gulistan in Dublin, Chester
Beatty Library, MS 119, copied by Ja'far Tabrizi
in 830, although, if the other works mentioned
are those dated circa 833, the Beatty Gulistan is
a bit early. However, it is by no means unheard

*
On the day this petition is being written

Mawlana Ali5 is designing a debacha for
the Shahnama. His eyes were sore for a
few days.

Khwaja Ghiyathuddinv has progressed
in two scenes of the Rasayil to the point
of the faces, and another scene is nearly
there. At present he is busy repairing a
scene that was spoiled in the Gulistan.'

of for illustrations to be worked on after the text
has been finished, particularly in the case of this
Gulistan, which is mentioned later and appears
to have suffered some damage.

5Perhaps Khwaja 'Ali Musawwir, who was
brought to Herat from Tabriz by Baysunghur.
See Dost-Muhamrnad, TSM H.2154, fol. 15a.

61t would be tempting to consider this Ghiya-
thuddin as Ghiyathuddin Plr Ahmad Zarkub, a
painter brought from Tabriz to Herat by Ala'ud-
dawla Mirza to complete the jung left unfinished
at Baysunghur's death (Dost-Muharnrnad Hara-
wi, Introduction to the Bahram Mirza Album,
TSM H.2154, fol. 15b); however, since Bay-
sunghur died in A.H. 837, and everything datable
in this report indicates a date of circa 833, Pir
Ahmad should not yet have come to Herat. An-
other Ghiyathuddin, Khwaja Ghiyathuddin
Naqqash, is given in Rawdat al-~afa (VI, 669)
and Habtb al-siyar (IV, 634) as accompanying
the Chinese delegation that returned to Samar-
qand at the beginning of 824.

7The syntax of this sentence is problematic;
apparently it should be read as halt ba-yak
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Mawlana Shihab has applied gold to the
debacha, four lawhs and the shuraf of
the debacha [in preparation] for paint-
ing.? and he has outlined eight rosettes
within the debacha and at present is busy
with another scene in the repair of the
Gulistan.l''

Mawlana Qiwamuddinl! has finished
the arabesque (islimi) margins for the
binding of the Shah nama and has taken
up the brush for the pleasure scene (?
'aysh-i tamdshii) of the body of the
binding. The groundwork (bam) is nearly
two thirds done; the "back and head and
neck" [back and flap 1] have been at-
tached and the tariq (groove?) has been
drawn.

Mawlana Shams lacks one section of
making a facsimile of the treatises in the
late Khwaja's hand.12

mawdi' 'imarat ki az gulistan bali/ karda-and
mashghiil ast, where 'imarat must be taken to-
gether with bali! to mean "repair, fix, render
correct"

8This word may refer to the finials, usually in
blue, that radiate from a rosette and rise from an
illuminated frontispiece. The word occurs again
in the third section below on tents.

9The use of the word saratgart for painting
here is puzzling. Normally it refers to figural
painting, whereas debachas are generally entirely
geometrical and floral. Perhaps a conjunction is
missing: "c..has applied gold to the debiicha,
four lawhs, the shuraf of the debacha [and] the
figural painting."

lOne entire paragraph is problematic. The last
phrase contains the obscure 'imarat-i gulistan.

11Qiwamuddin Mujallid Tabrizt, another arti-
san brought from Tabriz to Herat (Dost-Muharn-
mad, TSM H.2154, fol. 15a).

12Shamsuddin Muhammad bHusam Harawi,
known as Shams al-Baysunghurl and Shamsud-
din al-Sultant. This MS must be similar to the
collection of rasayil by various authors, com-
pleted at Herat in Shawwal 830 (July 1427) and
now in the Berenson Collection at I Tatti in
Florence (see Angelo M. Piemontese, "I rnano-
scritti persiani della collezione Berenson," Studi
in onore di Francesco Gabrieli, II, 632). In 831
Shams copied Khwajfi Kirrnani's Humdy u Hu-
mayan (now in Vienna, Nationalbibliothek, cod.
NF 382). Juzw, here translated "section," most
probably refers to a gathering or a signature.

Mahmudl-' has completed the ground-
work for seven out of ten lawhs for the
Diwan of Khwaju [Kirmani] and is busy
with the rest.

Hajji Mahmud has done the body of the
front and outlining (tahrtr) for the bind-
ing of the facsimile of the treatises!" and
is busy with the drawing outlines (gu-
zdr).

Khwaja Mahmud has finished the front
and back of the binding for the Khwaja's
calligraphic treatises and is busy with the
head and neck (flap ?).

Khwaja Ata the ruling maker (jadwal-
kash) has finished Mawlana Sa'duddin's
Tarikh15 and the Diwan of Khwaju and
is working on the Shahnama.

Mawlana Qutb16 has copied ten sec-
tions of the Tarikh-i Tabari.

Shams is not "copying" (for which the word
kitabat is normally used) these treatises but
making a facsimile (naq/); the "Khwaja" may be
'Abdullah Sayrafl, whose calligraphy was partic-
ularly admired in Herat, although Arghun Kamill
and Mubarakshah Zartnqalam were also known
as Khwaja,

13If he is the scribe, perhaps he is Mahmud
Astarabadl, a calligrapher known to have worked
in the Baysunghurid establishment and who may
have copied the Khamsa of Nizaml now in Len-
ingrad, Hermitage, VP 1000, dated 835, for
Shahrukh's library. Since he is working on the
lawhs, he is probably an illuminator.

14Apparently the same treatises mentioned
above.

15This must be the Tiirikh-i Jahdngushdy by
Juwayni copied by Sa'duddlri al-Mashhadi in
834, now in Leningrad, Publichnaya Biblioteka,
PNS 233. There is also a Tartkh-i Jahangushay
copied in 835 and containing a dedication to
Baysunghur in the Keir Collection (formerly in
the Fleishhacker Collection, San Francisco; see
San Francisco, M. H. DeYoung Memorial Mu-
seum, Exhibition of Is/amic Art, 1937, No. I).

16This is surely Qutbuddin h Hasanshah Kir-
manl, and the work referred to is a copy of the
Tiirlkh-i Bal'ami (the Persian translation of
Tdrikh-i Tabar;) finished in 833 and now in
Leningrad (Publichnaya Biblioteka, PNS 49). He
also copied in 829 at Herat Sadruddln Muharn-
mad al-Nlshapnrt's Taj a/-ma' athir, now at
Leningrad University, Biblioteka Vostochnogo
Fakul'teta, N 578.
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Khwaja Am has finished the sections of
the Gu/istan and the sarlawh for the his-
tory that Mawlana Sa'duddin has
copied.l? He has done the groundwork
on the two lawhs and is busy finishing
them.

Mawlana Muhammad lb.] Mutahhar
has finished writing 25,000 verses of the
ShahnamaP

Khwaja Abdul-Rahim is busy making
designs for the binders, illuminators,
tentmakers and tilemakers.

Mawlana Sa'duddin has finished the lid
of the Begim's little chest, and one side of
it is ready for the final touches. The door
panel (1 tabaqa-i dar) that remains will
be completed in fifteen days.

Mawlana Shams has finished one
kashti19 and has done the groundwork on
one lawh for the Diwan of Khwaju.

Hajji and Khata'i have gotten two other
kashtis to the point of gilding.

Another kashti has almost been finished
by Abdul-Salam.

All the painters tnaqqdshdni are work-
ing on painting (rang-amezi and tinting
tshustamany seventy-five tent timbers.s"

Ustad Sayfuddin is well again after his
illness.

17The history Sa'duddin is copying must be
the same as "Sa'duddin's Tartkh" referred to
above, i.e., the Tartkh-i Jahdngushdy.

18Mu~ammad b. Mutahhar al-Naysabun, This
is quite likely the copy of the Shdhnama now
housed in the Malik Library, Tehran and dated
833. -

19A puzzling term. Kashti means "ship," and,
though not attested elsewhere, it may be used
here,likejung, as equivalent to the Arabic term
safina, an oblong book, usually a miscellany,
bound on the short side. It is unlikely that these
craftsmen are making ships, whatever they are
doing.

20Reading chub-i khargdh for the clearly
written but probably misdotted khab of the text.

There was a design by Mir Dawlatyar-!
for a saddle. Khwaja Mir Hasan copied it,
and Mir Shamsuddin, Khwaja Mir Ha-
san's son, and Ustad Dawlat-Khwaja are
busy executing it in mother-of-pearl.

Your must humble servant, the most
miserable speck of dust22 has finished
writing three and a half sections of the
Shahnama23 and has begun to write the
Nuzhat al-arwah.24

21A painter trained by Ahmad Milsa and con-
temporary of the Ilkhanid Sultan Abii-Sa'id who
was known especially for his pen and ink work
(qalamsiyaht). See Dost-Muhammad, TSM
H.2154, fol. 14b.

22It is assumed that the writer is the chief of
the kutubkhana, Fartduddln Ja'far b. 'Ali Tab-
rizi, who often signed himself "Baysunghurl."

231[ the Shahnama being copied by Muham-
mad b. Mutahhar is the 833 copy, then the one
referred to here should be the Baysunghurid
Shahnama of 833 now in the Kitabkhana-i Sal-
tanati, Tehran (4752).

24Nuzhat al-arwah, a standard work on
sufism written in 711/1311 by Mir Fakhrussadat
Ruknuddin Husayn al-Husaynl. See Rieu, Cata-
logue. I, 40a. According to Huart (Les calli-
graphes, p. 97) and Mirza Habib Isfahani (Khan
u kha!!d!dn [Constantinople: Abii'l-I;>iya, 1305],
p. 20) a copy of the Nuzhat al-arwah made for
Baysunghur existed in the Yeni Cami, Istanbul,
at the end of the nineteenth century, but it ap-
pears to have been lost since then; see Lentz,
"Painting at Herat," p. 142.

To date the following manuscripts bearing an
identifiable attribution or dedication to Baysun-
ghur have been discovered: (1) Berlin, Staats-
bibliothek, Preussische Kulturbesitz, Petermann
I, 386, Tabaqat-i Nasirt of 814; (2) Berlin,
Kaiser Friedrich Museum, Islamische Kunst-
abteilung, J.4628, anthology of 823; (3) Len-
ingrad State University, Biblioteka Vostochnogo
Fakul'teta, N 578, Sadruddin Muhammad al-
Ntshapurt's Tdj al-ma athir of 829; (4) Florence,
I Tatti, Berenson Collection, anthology of 830;
(5) Dublin, Chester Beatty Library, P. 119,
Sa'di's Gulistiin of 830; (6) Vienna, National-
bibliothek, cod. N. F. 382, Khwajt; Kirmani's
Humay u Humayun of 831; (7) Tehran, Gulistan
Museum, 4752, Shahnama of Firdawsl of 833;
(8) Leningrad, Publichnaya Biblioteka, PNS 49,
Bal'aml's Tarjuma-i Tarikh-i Tabart of 833; (9)
Istanbul, Topkapi Sarayi Muzesi, R.1022,
Abu'J-Ma'all Nasrullah's Kalila u Dimna of
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Buildings and Grounds

The court (dargiih): the stonecutting
work has been completed, but the tile
cutting for the inscriptions and crenella-
tions remains and is being worked on.
The paving of the passageway is done,
and the crenelated doorway25 of the pic-
ture gallery (~aratkhiina) has been put in
place and the projecting balcony installed.

The old palace: the dome and parterre
(biidiiman) up to under the stalactites
have been painted. The columns of the
eastern wing have been replaced.

The atelier begun for the painters has
been finished, and the painters and
scribes have taken up occupancy.

The stonecutters are working on the
pool.

The new garden: of the wall which was
ordered to be six courses, [in] some
[places] four courses and [in] others three
courses have been completed; and [the
workmen] are at work. The foundations
for the portico (aywiin) and vestibule
(diiliin) have been laid. The great bridge

833; (10) Tehran, Malik Library, Firdawsi's
Shiihniima of 833; (11) Istanbul, TOpkaPI Sarayi
Miizesi, H. 362, AbU'I-Ma'aIi Nasrullah's Kalila
u Dimna of 834; (12) Oxford, Bodleian Library,
Elliot 210, Kulliyyiit of 'Imad Faqih of 834; (13)
Leningrad, Publichnaya Biblioteka, PNS 233,
Juwayni's Tarikh-i jahangushdy of 834; (14)
London, British Library, Or. 2773; Tartkh-i
Isfahan by Hamza al-Isfahanl of 834; (15) Is-
tanbul, Turk ve Islam Eserleri Muzesi, 1954,
Nizarnl 'Arndt's Chahar maqala of 835; (16)
London, Keir Collection (Robinson VII.62),
Juwayni's Tartkh-i jahangushay of 835; (17)
Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, Preussischer Kulturbe-
sitz, Diez A, folio 74, fragment of Arnlr Khus-
raw's qasldas, undated; (18) Dublin, Chester
Beatty Library, P. 120, illuminated calligraphic
pages, undated; (19) Leningrad, Publichnaya
Biblioteka, Dam 268, Hafiz-i Abru's Zubdat al-
tawartkh, undated. See B. W. Robinson, "Prince
Baysonghor's Nizarnl,' 384-85; O. Akimush-
kin, "Iz istorii kul'tury Irana,' 83; Thomas W.
Lentz, "Painting at Herat,' pp. 303-558.

25Dar-i dandan, literally "tooth door." Ber-
nard O'Kane (Khurasan, p. 40) translates it as
"entrance doorway."

(shah-pul) in front of the aywan has been
cut and will [soon] be laid in.26

The courtyard garden: of the qibla wall,
three courses have .been made, and as
soon as the tilemakers finish the stone
court they will get to work on the dado
(Cziira) of the aforementioned garden.

The mud roof, plaster floor and white-
wash for the crane house (kulangkhiina)
have been finished.

Tents

Fourteen pieces of the top cover and
seven pieces of the side cover.-? of these

26It has been suggested that biigh-i naw here
be read as a proper name, The New Garden, of
which two are known as toponyms in Herat: the
Bagh-i Naw-i Juki and the Bagh-i Naw-i Shah-
rukh Mirza (see Allen, Toponyms, p. 203). Of
course, "new garden" need not necessarily be a
proper name.

27"Top cover," reading with Andrews ("The
Tents of Timur,' p. 167) tapa turluq, which he
admits is problematic in that turluq normally
means the side covering ofa tent. According to
Ozergin ("Temiirlti Sanatma Ait Eski Bir BeIge,"
p. 514) tur is the felt covering placed over the
trellis, though in modem Kirgiz usage it desig-
nates only the lower portion (Radloff, VWTD.
Ill, 1460). Furthermore, the construction tapa
turluq is not Turkic. The reading tapa ("head,
top'') is also problematic in that the textual or-
thography of this word, which has two dots
above and none below, is not entirely consistent
with the way TPH would be written, but is more
likely TQH or YQH, which could yield yaqa
(collar). Read Persian fashion, it could be yaqa-i
turluq (collar for the cover), perhaps referring to
the skirt around the top cover.

"Side cover": reading highly uncertain. It is
clearly written WBWZH with twofatJ;as above, an
extremely odd phenomenon in a text that has not
a single other vowel mark. It is odder still to
mark the vowel of the conjunction wa-. It may
have something to do with boz, a word meaning
cotton cloth (Mahmud al-Kashgharl, Compen-
dium of the Turkic Dialects, ed. & trs. Robert
Dankoff and James Kelly, Sources of Oriental
Language and Literatures 7 [Cambridge: Harvard
University Publisher, 1985], m, 79; Radloff,
Worterbuch, IV, 1706). Another possibility, ig-
noring the dot of the z, is to read bora, a Cha-
ghatay word meaning "mat" (Radloff, VWTD.
IV, 1662), which certainly fits the context and
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twenty-one pieces, six have been fin-
ished. The velvet ornaments {na'lhti-yi
qit'a) have all been sewn, and of the
twenty-one medallions for the middle of
the calligraphy pieces, which have figural
designs, six have been finished. Of the
shuraf (spires), embroidered cover
(mahbas) and borders, nearly a quarter
have been sewn. The work on the outside
of the tent (khargiih), the basis of which
is linen (mithqalty and the design of
which is silken weave (~andalbaf) and
the outlining of which is gold embroi-
dery, approximately a quarter of the work
has been sewn, and [the workers] are
busy completing [the job].28

may justify Andrews' translation given in the
following note.

28''The top cover of fourteen pieces, and the
(?) wall cover of seven pieces, in all twenty-one
pieces, of these six pieces have been finished; the
sewing of the velvet ornaments has been com-
pleted, and of the medallions in the middle of
the pieces with writing, which are of figured
work, numbering twenty-one in all, six have
been completed. Of the top, and the embroidered
cover, and the borders, about one quarter of the
work has been sewn. The work on the outside of
the trellis tent, which is basically of linen, and
its decoration in silken material, and its inscrip-
tion in gold embroidery, is about one quarter
sewn, and they are busy completing it" Transla-
tion by P. A. Andrews, "The Tents of Timur,'
p.167.






